
“Wow! T, look at all the kites! Look how many there are, the different shapes. Do you see the 

box kite?”  

“Where’s the box kite?” his eyes scanned the sky. 

“There, it’s a rectangle, a box with tails. It’s red and yellow… I think,”  

he pointed with a glance over the top of his sunglasses, trying to get the colors right, but not 

taking his eyes off the road long to check details.  

Theo spied it right away, and all the others as they rounded the long curving approach to the 

park and their first clear view of the ocean. All goofy-twisted in the booster, Theo vied for a good 

look, his fingers painted the smudge of a young hand on the edge of the partially open window as 

he ducked and bobbed to see — telling all the different ones, pointing them out with excited 

shouts and pleas for his Dad to look too.  

“I see them Theo, I see them!” Aren’t they beautiful?” 

“I want…” “Why?” “Cool!” and so fourth. More auburn than red exactly, the young boy’s hair 

shone brightly, sparkling in unison with the sun and now visible sea. Words flew from his mouth in 

bunches, wide-eyed and smiling with the hyperventilated enthusiasm of childhood.  

It was the first time on the trip since the plane ride that his son seemed truly excited. 

Traveling without his mom like this was unheard of before now, and Eric studied each moment for 

signs of a breakdown. He knew Theo could do it, the trip, on his own with his dad, but was unsure 

how difficult it would be for him to adapt to Eric as his sole support. They’d had sleep-overs and 

spent a lot of time one-on-one together, but Eric was nervous about his own ability to cope with 

the never-ending flow of questions and needs and responsibilities. Not since the split two years 

ago had he and Theo spent this much uninterrupted time together, and never this far away from 

home. So far it was going well, though Eric felt this could change at any moment, and in defense 

against the threat of a tide of unhappy tears he tried to infuse everything with a sense of 

excitement, often overplaying the mundane to an unreasonable level, like making the low-budget 

rental he was now driving seem like a luxury sports car just because it was red. But the beach 

was going to make it easier now, with morning clouds giving way to a blue sky. Theo loved 

beaches, especially warm ones, and they had been granted perfect July weather by Oregon 

coast standards. Eric could see Theo was getting psyched about the day ahead. 

Eric had his turn in the back seat ogling the kites years ago, and took now, with a surprising 

familiarity, his rightful place behind the wheel. Some of his most vivid memories from childhood 

were of the trips to his buddy Charles’ beach house on the Spit, and were always accompanied 

by the image of the kites at D River Park appearing around the bend as they entered Lincoln City. 

In this way the kites were like a welcome home sign for Eric and as he breathed in the salty 

driftwood air blasting through the open car windows, a palpable wet mist stung his cheek as he 

smiled, feeling a deep sense of gratitude and anticipation to be returning after so many years to 

share with his son The Spit for the first time.  



“Daddy, can we stop? Let’s go out and see those kiteys. We can fly one so, so high it’ll land 

on the moon and come back!” His little hand arched like a rocket to illustrate his point. 

“We’ll stop for a while, an hour or so, okay Buddy? And then we’ll go visit the beach I’ve been 

telling you about.”  

“Why?” Theo asked through a mouth full of animal crackers, a question he seemed to truly 

mean for once.  

“Because I really want to take you to see this very special beach. Maybe we’ll get a kite and 

fly it there. We’ll have a picnic, play… sound good?”  

“Great! But why do you want to show me a very special beach?” 

Eric thought this over, weighing the various responses and their appropriateness, or lack 

there of, for a 5 year old, as he pulled off into the large parking lot at the beach head.  

“T, there are a lot of people here. Turn on that magic parking Karma and help me find a spot!” 

Theo made some finger wiggling gestures accompanied by made-up words to conjure his 

spell. Theo could be relied on to find a parking spot in the most impossible neighborhoods of 

Brooklyn, so why not here? The lot was quite full but eventually they found one close to the 

walkway.  

“You did it Buddy!” Eric shouted as he pulled in.  

Theo pulled the victory in from the air with an “Oh yea! I know I’m good.”  

It wasn’t a terribly long drive, but Eric’s legs were stiff as he climbed out and went around to 

the other side to help Theo out. They grabbed a few things from the car and made their way to 

the steps and down to the sand were all the action was. 

The kites were as much an enchanting surprise to him now as they were then, all those years 

ago. Countless in score, they swarmed above the crazy vector graph of semi-visible lines, the 

sun’s glint blinking randomly off the taught nylon tethers anchoring them. Every kite imaginable 

seemed to be represented: Diamonds, Boxes, Deltas, Crystals, Sky Dancers, Dragons, Parafoils, 

and Stunt Kites. Windsocks of every style and dimension blew, spun, corkscrewed and twirled in 

the ideal 45th parallel winds that secured the spot’s reputation. Some flew high above the others, 

bobbing stately and serene, their streamer tails waving ribbons to the passing gulls. Others were 

all nose-dive, snap and dodge with twister tails and grimacing fighter faces. The more 

adventurous kites were being flown by experienced enthusiasts, Eric guessed, but many of those 

in the air were simply staked to the sand, the ensuing tug-of-war was a dance, flight vs. gravity, 

the battle of freedom against the earthly bonds of reality. The kites’ fight for the right to fly, to be 

set free, to escape the past of the ground to an unknown future in the sky, in this they were willing 

to let go of it all; the view, the grace, the safety. They would trade it all for the voyage, and with 

that an almost certain end at sea. The kites were brave. They were mighty. 

“Kites are like people”, he thought, “both tug so fiercely to be set free, to break the bonds that 

keep them, but once loose they’re often doomed to fly off, out of control, lost…” 



He was mesmerized, barely breathing. 

“Caught in a tree… or wrapped around a telephone pole for that matter,” he mumbled, 

glancing down at an unexpectedly attentive face. 

“What Daddy?” 

“Nothing Buddy, just enjoying the kites.” He said, forcing a quick smile to cover the silent 

inner reproach for the all too saccharine tone. “Come on, lets find a good place to watch from.” 

And they struck out across the crowded sand. 

This sort of emotional duplicity had become something he’d mastered during those years he 

and Kate fought for their marriage. They managed to keep the depth of the drama and sadness 

out of sight around Theo as much as possible and as such both had developed great technique 

when switching from devastated introspection to happy parent face. Eric had come to think of this 

skill as one of the most useful byproducts of the whole affair, applicable in all facets of his daily 

life, not just in maintaining a kid-friendly tone. Myopic cynicism was admittedly his indigenous 

nature and keeping this in check in sensitive or otherwise inappropriate situations was something 

he hadn’t learned until now. But it wasn’t necessary to keep up the face all the time around Theo 

anymore, and neither he nor Kate believed in hiding emotions, even the tough ones, from 

children. Its just that during really hard times kids need extra help understanding the more 

complex emotional stuff, and with the break-up, both parents felt it was most important to keep 

the pain within their relationship, exclusively, so as not to traumatize or confuse him any more 

than was unavoidable. Strangely enough, ending their marriage was one of the most successful 

things they endeavored to do together. The work, the countless hours, the therapy, the talking, it 

didn’t save the marriage but it did save the friendship, or pieces of it anyway, and all they wanted 

if the marriage was off was for Theo to still have a family, even a less conventional one, that 

openly cared about one another and could still be together at times and for that be okay. The 

‘being okay’ part… a work in progress, but Theo understood the situation pretty well now, Eric 

guessed, or he accepted it at least. He was young enough when it happened that perhaps he 

never really noticed it? Wishful thinking. The word “divorce” wasn’t yet in his vocabulary but as 

things stood it looked as though it would be soon.  

Eric rested his hand gently on the back of his son’s head as they made their way amongst the 

people and kites, searching for a good vantage point from which to see everything. There was a 

familiar warmth he always felt when he guided his son through crowds or down the street this 

way. It always made him think he could almost remember this same feeling as a boy, his father’s 

hand leaving the musk of pipe tobacco and Old Spice on his head. They watched the experts and 

novices, children and adults alike, try their hand at the various events. Moving amongst the 

participants and onlookers they had short conversations with the people they met. Theo was used 

to the very outgoing personality of his mom and was comfortable striking up banter with new 

people. Eric loved to watch his son talk with others, to see his beautiful personality charm those 



he met, and the friendly disposition was catchy regardless of it’s rather foreign nature to his own 

habitual solitude.  

After a while Eric could see Theo was becoming satiated with the kites and probably nearing 

the time when he would become grumpy if he didn’t eat. So he took the boy’s hand and lead him 

towards the kite shop sitting at the Southern end of the beach in a cluster of other small boutique 

shops. 

“Come on kid, let’s get our own kite and go fly it to the moon!” 

“Yea! We’re going to get a kite! We’re going to get a kite and fly it to the moon!” and he shook 

free from his dad’s hand and made the tell tale preparations to jump on Eric’s back for a ride the 

rest of the way. 

The shop had it all, a dazzling array of kites like none they’d seen before. But Theo chose a 

simple one, a paper diamond with Spiderman on it. This came as no surprise to Eric given the 

obsession with super heroes his son had been courting, and came with the added bonus that this 

was also one of the least expensive kites in the store. Eric offered more fancy alternatives, not 

caring about the expense and wanting Theo to choose wisely, but the boy’s mind was made up.  

With kite in hand they headed back to the car. 

As they pulled back out onto the “NAMe”, the kites whipped their banner tails goodbye, 

dipping and hovering against the increasingly cloudless sky, the horizon blue on blue where the 

two elements met. It was just past noon and the air was ripe with the fresh salty tang of the 

ocean, sea life, and decay; exactly the tonic Eric had needed these last several months... or 

years. He stole a few final glimpses as best he could through the windows and mirrors as they 

drove off, continuing south along the coast through Lincoln City.  

The strip was much the same as it was those many years ago it seemed. To his left in the 

distance were hills of native evergreens. They were, no doubt, thinly masking acres of clear-cut 

behind them. The checkerboard wounds of the timber industry were painfully evident as they flew 

in to Portland over Mt. Hood the other day, a blight that scarred all of the forested regions of the 

Pacific Northwest. It had been 20 some odd years since his days as an activist tree-hugging 

second-generation hippy, but the sight of cut timber still made him wince. Looking out the 

passenger side window he recognized the Eola Inn, situated high off the road on the right, its 

white clapboard siding and red tile roof engender the appearance of B&B hospitality. He had 

stayed there once, with a girlfriend while on break from college, a summer jaunt up from 

California in his beater Toyota. She was young, 19 hopefully, a dance major. He was in his mid-

twenties by then, feeling worldly and all-important, a maker of paint and mixed media installation 

pieces he imagined was conceptual art. The place he remembered was dank and not so clean, 

with mildewed curtains clinging threadbare to the damp windows. They were there to have sex 

mostly so it didn’t matter much, and the place did have nice access to the beach down a long 

stretch of concrete stairs. Playing hacky-sack, his long curly hair beginning to thin, she sat 



watching, impressed by his every stupid trick. He broke up with her not long after for a songwriter 

who would cheat on him and break his heart. It seemed like a long time ago now, a different life, a 

different guy— a dream flirting with the edge of memory, almost recalled, fading away as you lie 

awake in bed struggling to hold on to the images that made so much sense moments ago. It was 

a melancholy thing to see, the Eola, a reminder of how lost he was then, or what was lost since 

then, and of how lost he remained now.  

“Some things don’t change I guess” he whispered. 

Being at the coast was therapy for Eric and that was the reason he had returned, that and the 

undefined need to take Theo there. and the place he was taking Theo for the first time was like a 

sanctuary to him. Both as a boy and later in his early adulthood, though in quite dissimilar ways, 

The Spit had served as a total escape from the difficulties of living for Eric. Returning now, so 

many years having passed, it felt like a lost island, the Garden of Eden, a fairytale, and an old 

friend. He pondered its significance, the power it held in his life, the vivid and pivotal memories, 

all of which were created with family borrowed or invented. It was emblematic of his whole life, 

alone but with others. The isolation of the Spit, it’s reality, they could relate to one another. The 

Spit understood Eric and he understood it. 

He hadn’t been back in years, not since he and Kate were newly married. They’d called on 

Charles’ dad that day, who was prone to stay at the house more and more in his retirement. Eric 

was truly fond of Mr. Skillern and it was an honest visit to show off Kate and impress him with his 

long awaited adulthood, but it was also a way to gain entry to the narrow private road that would 

take them the 2 miles or so to the Spit’s end. It was there that Eric would show Kate the magical 

spot he’d been talking about since the day they met.  

The drizzling grey sky and biting cold wind of early spring was hard to ignore as they ate a 

picnic of sandwiches and beer on the sand, huddled together under an old yellow rain jacket 

perched between two small dunes and some sea grass. She listened patiently, staring out across 

the Pacific, searching the horizon as Eric told the stories, as many as he could remember, 

painting her pictures from the innocence of his childhood through the experimentation of his early 

adulthood. He’d told these stories before, but actually being there he’d hoped would bring an 

element of reality to them for Kate, a feeling of having shared the experience on some level. He’d 

also hoped, regardless of the weather, that she would feel the magic of the Spit, fall in love with 

its raw mystery, and learn something of the depth of Eric’s gratitude for it, the debt he owed to the 

spiritual gifts it offered him.  

When he was done they sat for a while longer in silence, Kate drawing lines in the sand with 

a small shell she’d picked up earlier. Kate’s urban upbringing would tend to make mutual 

appreciation of nature something of a disconnect between them, an issue he’d pretend was okay 

for most of the remainder of their ill-fated marriage. This, not unlike the dichotomy of his creative 



realms, would prove to be the ground for a lot of their misunderstandings and eventual parting of 

ways. 

The sun glinted off the back of a tanker truck in front of them as they waited at the last light 

just before the highway picked up again. Eric could see the silhouette of his head reflecting back 

at him with ‘How am I driving? Call 1-800-….’ superimposed across his forehead. He imagined 

one across his back asking, ‘How am I living? Call 1-800…’ and the responses he might receive. 

The smell of diesel soured the pristine coastal air as they idled.  

The rental car didn’t have a CD player so Eric suffered through whatever was offered on the 

local station and the boy was singing right along to whatever was playing. Another byproduct of 

his mouthy mom—she knew the words to every song ever apparently—and Theo seemed to 

have this gift as well, picking the melodies up fast, even when the words were too much for him. 

He performed a mumbled, slightly delayed version of most and knew immediately which songs he 

liked and didn’t. Eric wasn’t sure he’d wish artistic aspirations on Theo given how it had panned 

out for himself, but if Theo was a musician that might be all right. He imagined there was a 

vocational aspect to it at least—wedding bands, music teacher—and he’d always dreamed of the 

rock star life. Theo was a chick magnet as it was. A day at the park with him was a free pass for 

Eric to speak to the attractive moms, though most of them knew Theo through Kate and few were 

single so it rarely advanced past chat. Imagining the perks of life as Dad of a rock star seemed 

way better.  

“Rock Star Dad!” he shouted in mock superhero intunation, looking back to see T’s reaction. 

He got a funny face with squinty eyes and then, 

“Rock Star Dad!” shouted right back at him, fist in the air. Neither of them knew quite what the 

exchange meant but it was fun and the mood was heightening with the anticipation of reaching 

their destination.  

The light changed and Eric hit the gas, quickly passing the tanker and pulling out onto the 

final stretch of highway, a long arc that followed the exterior curve of the Siletz Bay. 

“T, see those houses out there, far away? They look like they’re in a long line?”  

“Where?”  

“Out there, see? Against the sky, you can just see the tops of the houses?” That’s where 

we’re going. That’s The Spit!” 

“Oh. Why is it a spit?” 

 “That’s what they call a long skinny island that is connected to the mainland on one end. It’s 

like a finger really and the hand is where we are now. All around the finger is water except where 

the hand is.” 

“No way!” Theo laughed, his giggly sneak of a laugh, while trying to get out something about 

it being like a drool which he was mixing up with drip and spit and, finally, saliva—a word he 

couldn’t easily say even with the best of intentions—and in the end making one of the most 



priceless statements of nonsensical jibberish that either of them had ever heard. They laughed 

together, Eric watching his son’s face light up all eyes and perfect teeth. Times like this Eric 

wanted to hold his son and tell him how he loved him, how his love saved him, how the depth of 

his capacity to love was never known until Theo came into his life, to beg his forgiveness for the 

loss of love between his parents, to make promises, to feel his son hold on to him, arms around 

his neck, breathing in the smell of his Dad’s green sweatshirt to remember for life. Eric felt the 

thoughts of his own father well up inside him, wishing Theo could have known him, the Grandpa 

he didn’t get to meet, and his heart broke for the chance to go back and say all those things he 

hadn’t known to say, the things uttered at his father’s side when it was already too late. It was an 

adult desire, transference his therapist might say, and he’d never lay a trip like that on T, and they 

were laughing hard so the tears that streaked his face were understood accordingly. Lots of times 

people’s eyes water when they laugh hard. 

Time with Theo was always precious and always double edged, tainted with Eric’s sense of 

his own personal failures and foreshadowed by the impending moment when he had to say 

goodbye and leave Theo with his mother. The walk down the hill to his solitary confinement was a 

bitterly symbolic reminder of what he’d lost. One stop on the F train or a short 12-minute walk was 

all it was, but it felt too far and at times days would pass before he’d be with his son again. He felt 

like he was perpetually leaving and perpetually mourning the loss, living as if trapped in a city that 

held nothing for him anymore but his child, held captive by his son’s mother and her unchallenged 

authority as the primary caretaker and home for Theo. For all the artistic, cultured, beautiful 

women in NY, all Eric desired anymore was solitude. The dreams of escape with a new-found 

love discovered always within his episodes of infatuation, had become a familiar distraction, 

sometimes taking him back to Oregon, or to a ski town in Vermont, or the wilds of Maine. But in 

the end they always ending with the knowledge that he could never move away from his son. The 

walking distance between where Theo and his mom lived and where Eric called home was 

already too much, and though he would like to escape the painful reminder of what he’d lost—the 

rejection, the failed marriage—he knew he’d never leave Theo. He’d lost the art and he’d lost the 

marriage. Without his son he’d have nothing left. Theo was his life now. 

They watched the kite fly up out over the ocean, squinting into the sun’s late afternoon perch. 

Eric held his hand above his eyes to visor out the blinding rays. Theo noticed and did the same. 

He thought they were doing a soldier thing, an important thing for the kite, but didn’t know why. 

Eric hadn’t thought of it that way, but seeing Theo with his hand across his forehead in salute he 

realized that’s precisely what they were doing, saluting the kit and wishing it well. Honoring it’s 

bravery and endeavor ahead. The kite had stopped rising now and was making a line out over the 

ocean, it’s image getting smaller and smaller as the distance grew. Soon, it was lost, 



disappearing into the hazy yellow late afternoon horizon, nothing left but the gentle curvature of 

the planet and that strange feeling one gets with the comprehension of standing on a ball in 

space.  

“Where did it go?” Theo asked. 

“I don’t know T. It’s so far away we can’t see it anymore.” Eric felt a lightness, as if the kite 

carried something of Eric’s with it. 

“Daddy, did it crash into the water or fly into the sun?” The boy’s eyes were set with pools, a 

gentle tug at the corners of his mouth. He opened his mouth wide in defiance of the impending 

emotions, uncertain now of a boy’s position on crying when sad. 

“I think it’s flying still. I think it’s going to find a nice place to live, an island, way far away, and 

he’ll set down there and stay a while.” 

“Why?” 

“Because we get to make up our own ending to his story, Buddy. Because we’ll never really 

know what happens to that kite so we get to pretend an ending. I like to pretend one that has a 

happy ending, like living on a beautiful island where it’s warm and sunny. Nicer ending than 

crashing in the cold water don’t you think?” 

“Yea, but I think he flew up, up, up and landed on the moon. That’s my pretending ending.” 

“That’s a good ending too sweet-boy. I like that one a lot.” Eric smiled at Theo and messed 

his red hair with a squeeze on his shoulders. It was time to go. 

“Come on Bub, time we head back to Grandma’s.” 

As they turned to trudge back up the beach towards the parking lot Theo grabbed Eric’s 

shirttails and with a tug and a gentle plea asked, “Daddy, can we get another kite? Can we come 

back and fly a kite again but not let it fly away? It makes me sad that kite flew away. I don’t want it 

to fly away.” 

Eric stopped and knelt to look Theo in the eyes.  

“I know, it makes me sad a little too that it flew away.” He held Theo’s hands watching big 

round tears drop from his eyes, “But sometimes things, people, kites, they have to go. And we 

can feel sad to say goodbye, but we can also feel happy that they are going on a journey, which 

is exciting for them. It can feel good to let them go if you know it’s what they want or need to do. 

Like when you have a friend over and play and play and then it’s time for them to go. It feels sad 

and good at the same time. You’re sorry they have to leave but you’re happy you got to play with 

them. Sometimes we don’t know how special something is until it flies away when we let go. 

Sometimes letting go is the bravest thing we can do.” 

Eric hugged Theo tight and gave him kisses, crying silently. He wiped his tears on the boy’s 

shoulder without him noticing and used his long t-shirt sleeve to do the same for the child. He 

loved his Son more than he could bear sometimes.  



They started back towards the car, shifting side-to-side, sinking slow steps in the deep warm 

sand. They bumped into each other and this made Theo laugh, so Eric started doing it on 

purpose and Theo did too. They laughed and bonked and staged exaggerated staggers and falls 

all the way up to where the beach grass started. Theo took Eric’s hand for support up the short 

steep dune to the road where the car was parked, and without looking up he said,  

“Daddy, I miss my Mom.” 

The sun was getting lower and already the air was cooling down. Eric looked out once more 

to the horizon for the kite, but it was gone. As he kept Theo’s hand and they climbed the stairs, he 

felt the tug, the battle, the gravity, the strings, and a sigh escaped his chest as he squeezed the 

boy’s hand.  

“I know Buddy, me too T.” 
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